bunting with hearts
Brighten up a nursery, a mantle, or an entryway
with this simple bunting with sweet little hearts.

Finished Measurements
• Each triangle: 31/2 x 3 inches (8.9
x 7.6cm)
• Bunting with five triangles: 49
inches (124.5cm) long
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What You’ll Need
∞∞ Basic Crochet Tool Kit, page 7
∞∞ Stitch. Rock. Love. Sheep(ish) (70% acrylic/30% wool;
3oz/85g = 167yds/153m): less than 1 ball each, (A)
#0017 turquoise(ish), (B) #0020 chartreuse(ish)

4

∞∞ Lily Cotton Sugar ‘n Cream (100% cotton; 2.5oz/70g =
120yds/109m): (C) less than 1 ball, #25001 powder 4
B

∞∞ Crochet hook: US E-4 (3.5mm)

Hearts (make 5)
To make: With C, ch 3, join with sl st in first ch to
form a ring, ch 3, (2 dc, 3 sc) in ring, ch 1, dc in
ring, ch 1, (3 sc, 2 dc) in ring, ch 2, sl st in ring
(fig. C, D, and E).
Fasten off.
With tapestry needle and C, sew one heart on each

Gauge: Use finished measurements for gauge.

triangle and weave in all ends.

Always take time to check the gauge or the finished
measurement of the project as provided.

Finishing
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To begin: With B, ch 50.
Abbreviations: See page 11.

Join the triangles: With B, ch 50. Sc in each sc
across top edge of first A triangle, ch 5 (fig. F). Sc

Instructions
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Triangles (make 3 with A and 2 with B)
To begin: Ch 2, 2 sc in 2nd ch from hook, turn (you now
have 2 sc) (fig. A).
Row 1: Ch 1, sc in each sc, turn.

in each sc across top edge of first B triangle, ch 5.
Continue in this way until all triangles are joined,
ch 50 (fig. G).. Fasten off.
Finish the lower edges: With right side facing,
draw up a loop of B in top corner of last joined
triangle, ch 1. Sc evenly along the two remaining
edges of this triangle. Sc in each of the 5 ch

Row 2: Ch 1, 2 sc in each sc, turn (4 sc).

stitches. Repeat steps until all edges of triangles

Row 3: Ch 1, sc in each sc, turn.

and chain links have been worked. Fasten off.

Row 4: Ch 1, 2 sc in first sc, sc in each of next 2 sc, 2 sc

With tapestry needle, weave in all ends.
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in next sc, turn (6 sc).
Row 5: Ch 1, sc in each sc, turn.

D

Row 6: Ch 1, 2 sc in first sc, sc in each sc across to last
sc, 2 sc in last sc, turn (8 sc).
Rows 7–10: Repeat Rows 5 and 6 twice (12 sc at the end
of Row 10) (fig. B).
Row 11: Ch 1, sc in each sc, turn.
Fasten off. With tapestry needle, weave in all ends.
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